
Four year Spinning Sound Stops Suddenly  

“I was just getting used to the noise.” 

(SW Faribault) 
Exactly at 11:00 am 
on Wednesday 
January 20th, the 
loud whining 
spinning noise that 
was emanating out 
of the Maple Lawn 
cemetery suddenly 
stopped after four 
years. 

Theories on why the intense spinning sound ended at the 
exact moment of the recent inauguration but family 
watchers are split on the numerous storylines.  The family 
has prided themselves with their wide range of opinions, 
allegiances and approaches to the body politic. “This is 
not a group of dead-eye shrinking violets,” said Dixie 
Drager-Clooney, “there is a LOT of unique flavors in this 
metaphorical box of chocolates.”  

“They got one of everything in the Miller group,” said 
family historian Allyn (nee Jones) McColley. “The family 

tree is full of moonshiners, 
vegetarians, Shriners, 
raconteurs, musicians, 
Wiccans, cloggers, hand 
models, contortionists, 
grifters, drifters, crochet 
enthusiasts and now I hear 
Andy McGrory is going 
around crowing about the 

benefits of using an air fryer. They rarely agree on 
anything, but their family reunions are always very 
entertaining.” 

Once the sound abated after exactly four years, the shock 
throughout Faribault caused a general relief mixed with 
curiosity. A news conference was hastily called at the 
greatly relieved Fairbo Lanes Bowling Alley, to answer the 
obvious questions of its source as well as its conclusion. “I 
was kind of getting used to it,” said L. William Miller, “It 
always reminded me of my cousin Lorrie Beyl’s vocal lilt, 
but it is kind of nice to hear other sounds again.” 

Dapper Denies COVID Vaccine Request  
“I believe in it, but I am NOT 85 years old”   

(St Paul) The local COVID-19 Mobile Inoculation team 

were parked out in front of Mike 

Dapper’s tony capitol city mansion 

waiting to attempt another inoculation 

of the rapidly aging man about town. “He 

can’t hide forever, “said newly licensed 

inoculation professional James 

“Snapper” Batchelder, “We need to 

finish giving vaccines to the eighty plus year oldsters and 

he is the last holdout on my route.” 

“I am from the class of 74,” screamed Dapper as he barely 

jumped an almost two-foot hedge during a recent escape 

attempt but was retained by authorities when his mitten 

became snagged on the hedge. “I am not supposed to get 

the vaccine until June or July.” When informed of his 

comments, Batchelder laughed and said, “Probably the 

class of 1874.” 

Sherwin-Williams Creates “Lohrmann Gray”   

The hottest new color shown at the Home 

Improvement Expo is “Lohrmann Gray.” 

Inspired byaging grandfather Dean 

Lohrmann and his shockingly gray hair that 

appeared almost overnight. “I was kind of a dirty auburn 

pretty boy,” said the cute tradesman. “The next day he 

looked like a bristly crew-cutted  adult diaper spokesman 

with a stupid grin,” said wife Jill (nee St. John) Lohrmann, 

“and as Bing Miller said, “All cats are gray at night.” 

2020 Bingstock Tickets to be Honored.  

The Bingstock Board of Directors just announced that last 

year’s Bingstock tickets will be honored 

at the gate. “We cancelled both the 

‘Whose Spoon is Whose’ and the Curt 

Breeding sing-along and look-alike 

contest but the rest of the events are on schedule,” said 

Amy Miller. “Oh, and goat kissing will be discouraged but 

not taken off the opening and closing ceremonies.” 
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